
 

Minutes of the meeting of the Board of the Accident Compensation Corporation held at 
the ACC Board Room, Level 7, Justice Centre, 19 Aitken Street, Wellington on 
Thursday, 27 September 2018 at 9.00 am. 
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Mr Trevor Janes 
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1 Procedural Business 

1.1 Apologies 

There were no apologies. 

1.2 Register of Members' Conflicts of Interest Arising 

CONFIRMED: The Board reviewed the Register of Members' on r' 

confirmed that it was not aware of any other matters (incl , tters report 

made by, the Board at this Meeting) which would req , r s re. 

2 Board only session ~ ~~~ 
RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolvecl 

(a) Accept Mr Davi ..a.i.,n... sentative to Kiwi Group Holdings 

(b) 

(00Mr rckerin~ is , ~ e kl following topics with the Board: 

~ A~\.le \ _ ormance, with specific reference lo the latest rehabilitation results and review 

e · an - . 

• ~ up ,ate on the recent Executive offsite in Martinborough. 

A~ outline for a new Innovation approach for ACC, which will be led by the Chief Executive. 

An update on the delivery of the Chief Executive and Executive-led Strategic Investment and 

longer-term planning approach. 

• An update from recent engagements with frontline staff, including feedback from visits to 

Christchurch and Dunedin. 

• An opportunity for the Board's input into preparations for the Board's November Strategy Day. 

~ 
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• An overview of ICIP delivery and performance to date, with specific reference to the successful 

delivery of Claims Front End Establishment and the actions underway to address challenges 

with the Analytics programme. 

Mr Healy updated the Board on the recently-obtained seismic r 

ACC branch sites around New Zealand. The Board encour · OK 

with staff about the reduction in seismic rating when ap r , · · 

RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolved to: ~ ~ 

(a) 

(b) Note Management's p · pproach to levy 

(c) Note that n would occur around 8 October 2018. 

w , oting that its purpose was aligned with the Five Lines of 

to achieve ACC's strategic intentions. The focus of this discussion 

'.\_t ~ en 10n to "maintain a diverse, high performing workforce empowered to 

~ r experiences and outcomes". 

~ a , , ness advised that: 

\i-)ie two risk areas were Health & Safety ('we fail to take reasonable and practicable steps to 

prevent harm to employees or third parties') and People & Culture ('we do not have the 

organisational leadership, capability or capacity in our workforce to effectively deliver business 

performance and transformative change'). 

• Health & Safety residual risk was rated at 'medium'. This applied both to ACC's own 

organisational risks and third party risks. Management had received legal advice about the 

nature of its obligations regarding third parties. Good progress had been made in reducing the 

risk, however there were some challenging areas concerning client interaction that could prove 

intractable. 
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• In relation to People & Culture, the residual risk was conservatively estimated to be 'medium'. 

The scale of the change being managed internally and the external employment relations 

environment were challenging. Management therefore expected the efforts in these areas 

would be to prevent a deterioration in the rating rather than achieving a reduction to 'low'. 

Measurable improvements were linked to the Talent plan. Future risks were ~e)P~onsidered 

regarding the workforce of the future and new generations coming th ){~sation. 

The Board raised the topic of bullying and harassment and asked w t ist fo 

arising out of historic situations, as this sort of risk could be s lier orga 

Ms Champness advised this had not been an area of fo Id be oo 

suggested a scan of exit interviews might provide s and 

confirmed nothing in the exit interviews sugge 

The Board suggested Management bre 1n was an 

ambitious plan and it could be unreali · · , ·n · the time frame. The 

Board would find it helpful to f e plan. With reference to the 

AUT programme, the B had asked how the programme 

should evolve in te s confirmed that this was on 

(a aintain a diverse, high performing workforce 
V 
p, wered to elive sterner experiences and outcomes" using the Five Lines of 

•t),'e overall (residual) risk profile for this strategic intention is assessed as 

' with treatment plans and assurance activities in place to retain the rating at 

" edium" by ensuring that this risk does not increase in a challenging internal and external 

environment. 

Health, Safety and Wellbeing Walk Around 

The meeting adjourned for an hour while Board Members undertook a floor-walk to gain insights 

into the Justice Centre staff's health, safety, and welfare. 
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4 Operational Reporting 

4.1 Operational and Financial Performance Report 

(a) ICIP Reporting 

Mr Fletcher introduced the report. Management had continued to add t 

idea of the spend and benefit trends. The forecast for the work on An r:ioss 

the $164 million that had been planned for spend this year woul ~ 
though, the ICIP forecast had no drawdown or request to u 

contingency. 

The portfolio dependencies dashboard continu rcl was actively 

managing the dependencies in terms of nt .· a · r8i i · QS , shifts in any of those 

milestones. Mr Fletcher noted the suCCE ) ~ eh of Cl\ ~cfEstablishment (CFEE) 

was a key achievement for ICIB. "fll·s ac~ ment w s ~ it t~ Ms O'Connor and

The project had c ~ e -~ tly under tl'l ooget and on time. There was one 

severity 2 issue o e day. Although there remained a 

slight backlog 

Mr Fle17~~e { i . e oncern~ ~ · ~e'6flalytics project, including potential risks to achieving the 

M rch z~&~ery date. M ~~~nf had been working hard, including working with all external 

po \ ers""")~ign th ~~n withl-b Eos 8.8 Upgrade delivery in March, but March delivery did not 

s e , f~ ble. ~ , he~ a ytics project status was now red. However, by decoupling Analytics 

"° the~ 0 . , ru~gra-de and other deliverables due in the first part of 2019, the scheduled Eos 

8.8 lJRdr4de a ol11ent Payments delivery dates would remain on track. 

e'.8~ asked what Analytics would deliver, how ii could be decoupled from the other projects, 

~ no hether anything was being lost in the process. Mr Fletcher advised that the reason the 

~ ~ rojects had originally been joined was because changes in the underlying data were thought to be 

~ so big that a large part of the reporting out of existing warehouses would fail to work unless the 

warehouses underwent repair. The preferred course was to spend time and effort delivering new 

services rather than repairing the warehouses. However, it had proved possible to decouple CFEE 

from Analytics, and the process of doing so had given Management a deeper understanding of the 

warehouse issues. The work to date on the Eos 8.8 Upgrade had also given Management a 

deeper understanding of the differences between the upgraded system and the older system, with 
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the result that there was now a greater confidence that it would be possible to make the necessary 

changes to the existing warehouses over a 10-week period. 

The Board asked if the decoupling meant ACC was staying on the old warehouse. Mr Fletcher 

confirmed this was the case. In response to a Board query, Mr Fletcher explained) ~ t the main 

challenge was putting the context and business rules around the data once it s<lJ;i-i e data lake a 
to make it accessible for the analytics tools . There was a reasonable pat aati' e t is but i i _ ~ 
would take longer than desired. 

In response to a Board query, Mr Fletcher advised that t 

would be $1 million more than budget. A slip in progra 

budget, but that was due to deferred activity rather than savings. 

· t tsio was to try 

d, and there 

The Board complimented Management on a good report and noted Ms O'Connor had done a good 

job. In response to a Board query, Ms O'Connor advised that Analytics was everyone's focus point, 

and was being solved together. The Board noted that the same root cause of the problem in 
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Analytics-underestimating complexity-had also been an issue in Juno, and asked if it would also 

be an issue for Client Payments. Ms O'Connor advised that it would not. Mr Fletcher added that it 

was not so much about complexity, but the work required to ensure the data was in a right state to 

do with it what the organisation planned to do. 

RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolved to: 

Note the ICIP report. 

(b) Claims Costs 

Mr Healy introduced the discussion and reported that tH 

the past two months due to discount rates droppi , 

Board discussion focused on: 

illion in 

• Registered claims on a 12-m~ t b ncrea 

• The largest drivers of week1'L~ ensation ( - e from the Work Account and 

the Earners' A · ners'(?r;ou , 1/o of the WC volume. The increase in 

claims by vo~ t n industry type. The biggest industry 

incre 0 e uction and manufacturing. The bigger impact 

w rk Account had more controls, especially in the health 

This infer been shared with the Injury Prevention team. 

· crease s e economy strengthened. 

() , C measured claims complexity, and the effect complexity had on 

J,r t-11 Board query, Mr Healy explained that he did not yet have full insight into the 

~ ims costs and those costs that were within or outside of ACC's control. He hoped to 

~ ~ e to be more precise in the next 12 months. The Board expressed its appreciation of the 

~ good progress that had been made. 

ACTION: Management to present to the Board a paper on external shock scenarios on the 

investment fund. 

RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolved to: 

Note the Claims Costs Report. 
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(c) Operational and Financial Performance Report 

Mr Healy advised the Board that the main theme had been around claims and that, since next 

month was the end of a quarter, there would be an update on net trust scores, return to work, and 

reviews. 

ACTION: Management to include number of people returning to work as well 

people returning to work. 
, tages~~ 

() ~~ 
5 

::::: ::::t~:nal and Financial Pe~ormance Repo ~ ~© 
RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolved to: 

5, 1 Risk Appetite Statements ~ \> 

Mr Raubal summarised the Ri ents, noting that they reflected the 

Board's feedback en . The outstanding Statement related to 

privacy, whi u. to consider. A proposed activation plan had 

also be 

In re ry fro ,.., aubal reported that the risk tolerances would be in 

er ~'(1 9. T , d asked Management to clarify in the Injury Prevention 

· ~~~the Board was willing to accept was on the return on investment; the 

() >Boti1Ybe misinterpreted. The Board requested that the Privacy Statement 

re that was ACC's and that which was personal information, and reflect that 

verse on the control environment. The Board discussed how ACC had changed 

esign after its August 2012 privacy breach, that privacy by design should be 

1fically reflected in the Privacy Statement, and that ACC needed to continue to challenge itself 

n this aspect. Ms Roche noted that a paper would be brought to the Board in October 2018 on 

privacy Key Result Indicators, and that it was taking the privacy by design approach. Mr Pickering 

explained that MyACC had been designed as a privacy by design solution to allow customers to 

access and share information in ways that worked for them. 

The Board asked what was meant by the risk appetite being 'open' in relation to capability of 

people. Mr Pickering explained that this referred to being open to new ways of developing 

capabilities of employees. 
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On the activation plan, the Board asked that more be done to lift risk assessments and match the 

Statements with the risk assessments in Board papers. It would help to drive a more active 

discussion of risk if more than one option was presented. 

RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolved to: 

(a) Approve the Privacy RAS, subject to the changes discussed at the 

(b) Note the final FY18/19 RAS and risk appetite activation plan etl 

5.2 Annual Report 

Mr Healy presented the paper to the Board and 

changes that had been made since the pr ding the 

Minister's foreword and Maori translati . a Board query, Mr Healy 

advised that neither he nor the a "tars nts that would require 

disclosure that had occu he drafti rt and the finalisation of the 

report. The Board · w a ters and it was noted that there were 

none. 

The Board dis . t dense the size of annual reports, while also 

finding ~, i -, u- onmental, social, and governance (ESG) factors. It was 

su geste t!ltat ana ement c I ~ nsider producing a separate ESG report or making ESG 

· r tio-0avail 

gust 2018 Risk Assurance and Audit Committee meeting, the 

ered the financial statements, statement of responsibility, and representation 

mended them to the Board. 

and the Board congratulated Mr Healy on the quality of the annual report. 

(a) Approve the signing of the 2018 Annual Report and letter of representation. 

(b) Approve the use of electronic signatures of the Chair and Deputy Chair in the published 

Annual Report. 

5.3 Power of Attorney Approval 
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Ms Roche presented the paper, explaining that it was an annual review of the Deed Granting 

Power of Attorney. The only changes from the previous Deed were to replace the names of 

previous attorneys who had left ACC with the people currently in those roles, adding the General 

Counsel as an attorney, and correcting typographical errors. 

RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolved to: ~ 

(a) Approve a new Deed Granting Power of Attorney (the new ~ 
(b) Note that the new Deed is on the same terms as th eel e cept for the 

new named staff. 

5.4 Shamrock Director Appointme 

Mr Pickering presented the pa~ r=;- o he ard members on Shamrock's 

board would increase from ·, ~r1o fI He dis member nominees' 

backgrounds and e · ~ mrock board. 

(a) .' ee rectors of the Company from four to five, as required by 

I s · . of the Co titution. 

Appoin 'FA s.den and Champness as directors of the Company effective from 

() e er clause 5.6 of the Company's Constitution, subject to approval by the 

(e) 

, rkets Authority. 

, te Mmes Marsden's and Champness's three-year terms as directors of the Company will 
~ 

begin on 1 October 2018 and end on 30 September 2021, as required by clause 5.2.1 of 

the Company's Constitution. 

Indemnify Mmes Marsden and Champness for liabilities and costs incurred in their 

capacities as directors of the Company and authorise any two Board Members to execute 

the attached Deed of Access and Indemnity for and on behalf of ACC. 

Note that, as provided by the Cabinet Office Circular CO (12) 6, Mmes Marsden and 

Champness are not entitled to director fees as they are employees of ACC. 
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(f) Authorise the Company's Company Secretary to deliver to the Registrar of Companies 

notice, under section 159 of the Companies Act 1993, of Mmes Marsden's and 

Champness' appointments. 

(g) Note following Mmes Marsden's and Champness's appointments, wome ake up 

60% of the Company's Board. ~ 

Performance Reports 

6.1 Policy Update and Leg 

. ~ 
• The Ministry of Social Development cas 

The General Counsel updated the Board on two m 

• Treatment injury test cases that wi 

In response to a Board r @ CC's adoption of the New 

Zealand Law Soci ts for lead representation in court. 

The new panel th ould be an open panel. 

() : . are a Torchlight paper for a future Board meeting. 

R ' · : - CC Board resolved to: 

t~ gal report. 

s Roche presented the policy report. The Board's discussion focused on Loss of Potential 

Earnings (LOPE), the minimum wage, and governmental discussion on whether LOPE should be 

paid at 80% or 100% of the minimum wage. The Board was strongly in favour of maintaining the 

100% of minimum wage position that ACC operated under. The Board noted that LOPE comes out 

of the Non-Earners' Account. 

In response to a Board query, Mr Tully explained how the Scheme applied to sensitive claims that 

occur in prison. 
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Ms Roche updated the Board on a Social Wellbeing Board family violence an 

would be made, and on the funding arrangements which Treasury was lo •kin 

Ms Roche also reported that the new Associate Minister for ACC ha be 

which were different from the previous Associate Minister's 

ACC staff had met with members of a new welfare e. 

discussed the application of the Scheme to pe i he noted it 

was interesting that groups were looki · y_ 

The Board discussed the State Sect 

a 

operational issues that should be included in the reform programme. 

(b) Note the injury prevention advice is consistent with the advice the Board has previously 

seen and the consequential injury advice is a necessary piece of follow up advice following 

the advice the Board saw last month on earner status changes 

(c) Note this paper summarises the advice that will be provided to the Minister and we will 

provide the Board with copies of the briefings for information via the weekly report 
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(d) Endorse ACC's position on the technical issues for inclusion in the legislative programme 

(e) Note, in preparation for final advice to the Minister on LOPE rates, we have included 

additional cost information to reflect the Government's signalled desire to lift minimum wage 

rates significantly by 2021 (even though they have not yet taken this decisio 

(f) Note a change to the minimum wage rate would increase the cost i p 

(g) 

change the LOPE rate (including ACC's preferred one) ~ 

Confirm ACC's previous preferred policy option - to i erase the l QPE rat 

minimum wage - considering this additional infer 
o10~ 

(h) Note an oral update will provided at th 

before Select Committee, the Go nd 

1ate 

Ms Champness int ck on the Board Members' Health, 

Safety and W . he Board discussed: 

areas into common areas. 

s ses to Members' questions about the extent to which health, safety, and 

mg had become part of the culture: employees had indicated that they were 

participating in health, safety, and well being, not just being told what to do. 

Hot desking and how it could be a significant disruptor for some people. Ms Champness 

exmplained that Talent was identifying roles that could benefit from fixed locations and 

those that do not need fixed desks. In general, Ms Champness had found that people who 

were out and about frequently enjoyed hot desking. 

• Wellbeing and mental health: doing the job right instead of doing it within a specific 

timeframe, and leaders' impact on work-life balance in their teams. 
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The Board requested that consideration be given to an upcoming Board meeting being held in 

ACC's Nuffield Street office. Mr Pickering would look into its feasibility. 

Ms Champness thanked the Board for participating in the walk around and engaging with staff on 

health, safety, and wellbeing. 

RESOLVED: The ACC Board resolved to: 

(a) Note actions underway to mature our safety system, demons i;a 

strengthen our safety culture. Q 

(b) 

(c) Note the health and safety performanc 

7 Committee Updates 

Mr Janes update t, at the Investment Committee meeting on 

26 Sept ic sset Allocation. 

ment Committee update. 

V per, which had been recommended by the Board Investment 

Co September 2018 meeting. The Board accepted the Committee's 

o to approve the changes to the Investment Delegations. 

LVED: the ACC Board resolved to: 

(a) Note that the Board Investment Committee has endorsed the changes and recommends to 

the Board that they be accepted. 

(b) Approve the amended Investments delegations attached at Appendix 2. 

8 Board Administration 

8.1 Minutes of Meeting held on 30 August 2018 
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APPROVED: The Board resolved to approve the minutes of the Board meeting held on 30 August 

2018. 

8.2 Schedule of Matters Arising 

The Board noted the Schedule of Matters Arising. ~~~~ 
\> 

8.3 Confirmation of Decisions Made Out of Cycle 

Confirm the one decision that was made out-of-cycle for h ugust {M 

21 September 2018. 

8.4 Annual Work Programme ~() 
\> 

Q 

Date .... .... .. .... .. ... . ..... .......... . 
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